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The CHILL-POOL, a stainless-steel indoor and 
outdoor tub, features two loungers and four seats, 
coupled with carefully positioned sparkling air and massage 
nozzles. LED lights with changing colours are located in the 
front and back, as well as inside the basin. It is frost-proof and 
resistant to corrosion and changing weather conditions.  www.chill-pool.com

COOL  
& CLOSE

JeT BUSINeSS
Turbine Table gives the impression of a whirring propeller 

beneath a glass tabletop. It is made from aircraft-grade material, 
with a base and blade taken from a Rolls-Royce RB211 jet engine 

formerly used to power a Boeing 747. The table’s centrepiece is a silver 
nose cone topped with a ruby, which lights up when a conference call system 

is active. Users will also have the option to install video conferencing equipment. The  
table is made by Lancelot Lancaster White and Racing Gold.  www.lancelotlancasterwhite.com

VIBRANT                  VAPOUR
The DAMA lamp fuses beauty and chemistry, 
using a round Florence flask as a ‘bulb’ 
containing distilled water. Spraying the 
water inside creates fog, and LED lights 
heighten the effect with a range of coloured 
and transparent reflections on the bowl’s 
inner surfaces. Essential oils can be added 
to the water for aromatherapy treatments.  
 www.trecinquezeroluce.com

THE BEACH
Developed by Dutch Docklands and 
the government of Maldives, The Ocean 
Flower takes its shape from a typical 
Maldivian flower and is part of a master-
planned project, The 5 Lagoons, which 
will offer 185 fully furnished, floating 
villas. Each villa will boast a terrace and 
a pool. Owners will be able to choose 
from two- to four-bedroom options 
available in three distinctive designs.   
www.dutchdocklands-maldives.com

Made using over 50,000 tonnes of snow and ice from the Torne River, 
ICEHOTEL gets a yearly makeover with the help of artists from around 
the world, who create igloos for the hotel. Guests can experience spending 
the night in a sleeping bag atop reindeer hide laid on an ice bed, and can 
participate in activities planned by the resort management.  www.icehotel.com

SNOWY SLUMBER
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ANIMAL KINGDOM
Maximo Riera’s The Animal Chair Collection features 

seats depicting mammals, reptiles and insects. The most 
recent addition is the Toad Sofa, which functions as both 

a traditional bench and baroque artwork. Exceptionally 
detailed, the two-seater, monochrome black sofa 

realistically depicts a toad — complete  
with skin bumps and toe nails, sans the head.  

 www.maximoriera.com

Bordbar thinks those classic metal trolleys 
shouldn’t be relegated to aeroplanes — you 
can have them in your home or office, too. The 
company offers them for sale and for rent, with 
various designs and drawer configurations 
available. Each piece can be customised to the 
buyer’s preferences, so one can use it as a file 
cabinet, cosmetic dresser, storage box or cooler for 
an impromptu picnic or cocktail.  www.bordbar.de

PAN-AM PICNIC

DReaM DOcK
Designed by Jean Michel Jarre 
in collaboration with Lalique, 
AeroSystem One is a sound system with 
acoustic qualities enhanced by crystal. 
Boasting two directional speakers 
and equipped with 3D enhancement 
filters, the sound system includes 
a subwoofer and a vinyl turntable. 
It is compatible with all iPod and 

iPhone generations and also accepts 
input from laptops, CD and DVD 
players, and hard-disk files.   
www.jarre.com  |  www.lalique.com

DAY TRIPPER
Designed by Spanish architect Ramón Esteve for Vondom, Daybed Faz 
comes with a protective shade and wheels, allowing the user to move 
it from indoors to outdoors. Like other models in the FAZ Collection, 
its shape is inspired by crystallised quartz figures from mineral 
formations. Its attached outdoor sound system allows users to connect 
music and video sources via Bluetooth.  www.vondom.com

S CENIC 
SINKS
Using glass, marble and metal, 
Kohler’s Artist Edition sinks reflect 
grace and traditional artistry. Botticelli 
Vessels, made of a single piece of 
Carrara marble, builds on Renaissance 
painter Sandro Botticelli’s paintings 
of robust forms. Rome’s coffered 
Pantheon is reflected in Kallos Glass, a 
patterned sink that refracts light using 
spun glass. Other models offer floral 
and scenic imagery.  www.kohler.com
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caMBODIa 
RISeS

Rising in Cambodia’s capital city is 240 
Phnom Penh, which boasts 42 serviced 
apartments near the Royal Palace in an 
area brimming with art galleries and 
designer boutiques. With one- to four-
bedroom choices available, the fully 
furnished residence will have amenities 
including a gym, bar, rooftop infinity pool 
and ample car park spaces. Residents will 
enjoy 24-hour security.  www.240condo.com

COPPER 
STOPPER

Made from cast aluminium 
and plated in copper, Tom 

Dixon’s Cast Shoe Copper 
in his Eclectic collection 

acts as a door stopper. 
Hand polished and 

finished in high gloss, 
the brogue-style shoe 

can be regularly 
polished to maintain 

its shine. Another 
option is to leave it 

unpolished, allowing 
a patina to develop, 

celebrating the natural process  
of oxidisation. A version coated  

in black powder is also available.  
www.tomdixon.net

   

Aston Martin enters home décor with 
tableware, gifts and travel accessories. 
Made in tandem with luxury goods 
company Grant Macdonald, Silver by 
Aston Martin includes pens and cufflinks 
that are also available in rose gold, gold 
and carbon fibre. A champagne cooler 
and flutes are hand crafted from sterling 
silver and carbon fibre to insulate the 
exterior, preventing condensation.   
www.grantmacdonald.com

Japanese company Tecido&Co has launched 
Light Cube Wallcovering, offering wallpaper 
collections made to appeal to an international 
audience. Milky Way in the Prism Age collection 
features hand-made metal leaves — gold, silver, 
aluminium or copper — and silk warp on a 
paper base, while Neon uses marble flake and 
print on a non-woven base.  www.lightcubewall.com

WALL FLOWER
With the Silenzio sink, water appears to flow directly from the wall. The 
sink, made of Corian, can be positioned and painted in different colours 
and finishes to appear malleable while retaining a two-dimensional 
surface. It can be painted to look like part of another surface, and 
personalised with different finishes. Silenzio is part of Antonio Lupi’s 
Strappo project and is designed by Domenico de Palo.  www.antoniolupi.it

SILVER
SERVICE
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The Fiore di Cristallo kitchen took its creator Claudio Celiberti 
more than 12 months to create. It comes with a crystal island 
counter, copper walls, chrome-based taps and stone worktops, 
as well as 27 cabinets lined with copper for its anti-bacterial 
qualities. It is fully fitted with appliances and a wine cabinet.  
www.claudioceliberti.co.uk  Image by Sean Gardiner

MILLION  
DOLLAR diner

Self-taught clockmaker, Miki Eleta, creates clocks with 
precise mechanical movements movements and encases 
them in glass. His newest and largest creation to date 
is the 2.8-metre-high Hippocampus, which  features a 
musical movement in which the melody will not repeat 
itself over a hundred years. Hippocampus will be shown 
at Eleta’s world premiere at the MB&F M.A.D. Gallery.  
www.eleta.ch COASTAL CRIB

An island development off the coast of Abu Dhabi, UAE, Nurai 
by Zaya offers three types of beachfront residences: Beachfront 
Shoreline Estate, Beachfront Seaside Estate and Water Villas. 
Villas at the Seaside Estate face a private beach, and come with 
indoor reflecting pools and outdoor swimming pools. Apart from 
entertainment patios, the villas feature fitness, sauna and steam 
rooms.  www.nuraiisland.ae

HIGH        POD
The Redwoods Treehouse in New 
Zealand offers a unique place for 
fine dining and entertaining. It 
is surrounded by giant Redwood 
trees in a property less than 40 
minutes north of Auckland. There 
are three treetop houses, which 
can each hold 30 guests and may 
be rented together or separately.  
www.yellowtreehouse.co.nz

Those who’ve always wondered if it’s possible 
to have clouds indoors now have their answer. 
A concept under development, Nebula 12 fuses 
liquid nitrogen and water to form dense, white 
clouds. Using WiFi, the cloud may be controlled 
by a mobile device to adjust its settings such 
as brightness, and can be used to predict the 
weather for the next 48 hours, turning from red  
to yellow depending on the changes in pressure 
in the atmosphere.  www.micasa.ch 

CLOUD  
CONTROL

CENTURY  SONG




